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From the Desk of the President
Fellow Rangers:
Well, the Covid hysteria has continued to wreak havoc on the plans of millions in the good ol’ USA,
especially for veterans’ organizations. But perhaps we are finally turning the corner on the frenzy
(apparently not if certain quarters get their way). Nevertheless, we will continue to persevere in the
face of adversity and march on to better things and a more logical existence. The good news is that
we are finally making some headway in recognizing some of our past DMOR designees which for
some is long-overdue. We were able to invest LTC (R) Paul Davis (DMOR 2020) in May at my
home here in Leavenworth. On 9 June, four more, all from the class of 2021, were recognized in a
ceremony in the 1-16 Infantry Regimental Room at Fort Riley. Unfortunately we still have at least
Steve Clay
eight DMOR and 5 HMOR designees from 2019, 2020, or 2021 yet to be invested. Roger Crombie
and I, in the meantime, are looking for any and every opportunity to have these honorees recognized as soon as possible.
Beyond the events just described above, there is little else to report. The one thing I can say is that the Society of the 1st
Infantry Division is steadily working toward next year’s reunion. I hope to be able to present a full-up version of the
Combat Studies Institute’s new Omaha Beach virtual staff ride in our CP. Elsewhere in this issue is a description of the
staff ride and images of the virtual terrain. I can assure you that the experience will provide you the most complete
understanding of what our Regiment’s soldiers accomplished on D-Day.
Semper Paratus! Always Ready!
Steven E. Clay
President
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From the Desk of the Honorary Colonel
Fellow Rangers of the 16th Infantry Regiment,
Last quarter I had two requests of the members of our
Association. You answered the call and your response was
overwhelming. Many of you generously donated to the
Distinguished Members of the Regiment (DMOR) fund and
several helped us find new options for a vendor who will
continue to make our DMOR badges. I’m happy to report that
the DMOR fund has been replenished to a level that will keep us
operating for at least the next three years. Thank you for
investing in our program and helping to continue recognizing
the accomplishments of our distinguished and honorary
members of the Regiment.

Roger A. Crombie

Speaking of honoring DMORs…the Iron Rangers of 1st Battalion hosted a very meaningful
induction ceremony in early June. This short-notice ceremony was made possible by rapidly
changing conditions on Fort Riley and the agility of our Iron Rangers who recognized the
opportunity and quickly organized the event. At this ceremony, the Honorary Sergeant Major
and I had the honor of honoring four of the six 2021 DMORs in-person. We held the ceremony
in the Regimental Room at the 1st Battalion Headquarters on Fort Riley amid friends, families,
and currently serving members of the Regiment. Our newest DMORs include: CSM (Ret.) Tom
Pugh (1/16, Vietnam); SFC (Ret.) Anttwain Dobbins (2/16, Afghanistan); SFC (Ret.) Matthew
Lemon (2/16, Afghanistan), and SFC Timothy Johnson (2/16, Iraq and Afghanistan). This
ceremony represents the final time we will see our Iron Rangers before they deploy to Central
and Eastern Europe this summer. What a great send off!
In closing, I offer my best wishes to you and your families and hope that the summer of 2021 is
a memorable one. We have much to be thankful for and much lost time to make up for. See at
the next rally point.

Semper Paratus!

Roger A. Crombie
Colonel, USA (Retired)
8th Honorary Colonel of the Regiment

2021 Membership Renewal
Just a reminder that the membership year now runs from 1 January to 31 December and dues are $30.00 per year.
Please take the time now to write a check for $30.00 to the “16th Infantry Regiment Association” and send it to:

Bob Humphries
1734 Ellenwood Drive
Roswell, GA 30075
You can renew also renew on line at: http://ww.16thinfassn.org/Members/join.php
Dagwood Dispatches
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From the Desk of Iron Ranger 6
This June, we were honored to have Steve Clay, COL (R) Roger Crombie,
and SGM (R) Tom Pendleton for the investiture of four Distinguished
Members of the Regiment. The occasion was the pinnacle event for the
battalion during the 1st Infantry Division Victory Week. Later that day, we
were led through an extraordinary virtual staff ride of 16th Regiment’s
actions on D-Day provided by our very own 16th Infantry Association
President, Steve Clay.

LTC Matthew R. Kelley

With the conclusion of Victory Week, the battalion took advantage of predeployment leave as we prepared to launch to Europe. With our vehicles
loaded, the Iron Rangers have begun to deploy to Eastern Europe in
support of Operation Atlantic Resolve for nine months.

After the battalion receives our equipment, we will conduct our Ready to Fight tasks and
immediately begin crew team and squad level training. Our gunnery, platoon maneuver, and
platoon live fire training, will help set conditions before Bandido Charlie wins the Hellenic Tank
Challenge in Greece and the battalion heads to the Joint Multinational Readiness Center at
Hohenfels, Germany later this year.
We are looking forward to the opportunity to train with our NATO partners as we deter Russian
aggression and increase our own tactical and technical proficiency. Our operational deployment
will include multiple partner exercises with Greece, Hungary, Bulgaria, and Romania. In addition
to the tactical training, we are hopeful we will get a chance to conduct a staff ride in Normandy
following our training rotation in Hohenfels in December.
Semper Paratus!
LTC Matthew R. Kelley
Iron Ranger 6
Commander
1st Battalion, 16th Infantry

Battalion Bradley Fighting Vehicles loading at the railhead at Camp Funston
destined for shipment to Eastern Europe

Battalion Bradley being loading aboard
ship at the port of Galveston.
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Actions Taken By Your Association

TAPS
1SG (R) James L. Prevatt
3 March 2021
B/2-16 IN 68-69
Leesville, LA

Ray Lambert
9 Apr 2021
MD/2-16 IN 40-44
Seven Lakes, NC

Jack W. LaBox
1 Dec 2020
A/1-16 IN 65-66
Salem, OR

Goza Fazekas
29 March 2021
F/16th IN WWII
Boonville, NY

April-June 2021
Several Association members and other veterans
gathered at Steve Clay’s house on 22 May 2021
to invest LTC (R) Paul Davis as a Distinguished
Member of the Regiment of for 2020.
On 9 June, LTC Matthew Kelley and the Iron
Rangers of 1-16 Infantry hosted a DMOR
investiture at Fort Riley for four of our 2021
DMOR designees. Among the honorees inducted
by our Honorary Colonel of the Regiment, Roger
Crombie, and Honorary Sergeant Major, Tom
Pendleton were SGM (R) Tom Pugh, SFC (R)
Anttwain Dobbins, SFC (R) Matthew Lemon, and
SFC Timothy Johnson.

Honorary Sergeant Major

LTC
(R)Regiment
Edmund “Mick”
Daley
of
the
Nomination

Upon conclusion of the DMOR investiture, Steve
Clay gave all attendees an abbreviated version of
the Combat Studies Institute’s OMAHA Beach
Virtual Staff Ride. Needless to say, the
presentation focused primarily on the actions of
the 16th Infantry Regiment’s leaders and soldiers
and their actions and accomplishments on DDay.
CSM (Retired) Matthew McCready

Honorary Colonel Roger Crombie has nominated CSM
(Retired) Matthew McCready to be the 8th Honorary
Sergeant Major of the 16th Infantry Regiment. CSM
McCready has a distinguished record with the 16th Infantry
and the US Army. After the 1st Battalion returned from
Afghanistan in 2012, he was assigned as the battalion’s
Command Sergeant Major. He helped guide the battalion’s
leaders through a difficult reorganization and
transformation from 52 small teams conducting stability
operations into a combined arms battalion focused on
decisive action. During this time, the battalion reformed
into six companies and embarked on a two-year training
path that began with a focus on individual skills and the
fundamental areas of physical training, marksmanship,
medical skills, and driving. Matt instituted an in-house
leadership academy to mentor NCOs in leading and training
and transitioning their units to refocus on tasks essential to
combined arms operations. His leadership and training
efforts during 18 months of new equipment fielding of
M2A3 and M1A2SEPV2 combat vehicles and continuous
platoon and section evaluations resulted in a combined
arms battalion which performed brilliantly in a series of
company-level combined arms live-fire exercises and which
prepared it for high-intensity combat against a peer
adversary. The Association has strongly endorsed CSM
McCready’s nomination with the Chief of Infantry.
Dagwood Dispatches

Association E-Mails
As you may know, our Association uses a mass e-mail
system to communicate information to our members of
a more urgent or timely nature and that can’t wait for
the Dagwood Dispatches. Right now only about 65
percent of our members have provided us an e-mail
address with which to communicate with them on these
messages. If you wish to receive these notices please
provide your e-mail address to
steven.clay@16thinfassn.org
Note: sbcglobal, att.net., and americtech addresses
block these e-mails and will not work.
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Ray Lambert, Our Humble Hero, R.I.P.
From The Associated Press
Ray Lambert, the Army medic who survived multiple wounds on D-Day and was saluted by a president on
the World War II battle's 75th anniversary, died on Friday. He was 100. Ray died at his home in Seven
Lakes, North Carolina, with his wife and daughter by his side, said neighbor and friend Dr. Darrell
Simpkins. The physician, who accompanied Lambert to France in June 2019, said the veteran succumbed
to an aggressive form of facial cancer and congestive heart failure.
“Ray was talking coherently, conversing on the phone, and enjoying visitors until yesterday,” Simpkins
wrote in an email to The Associated Press. “He was an amazing man.”
The Alabama native was a medic with 2nd Battalion, 16th Infantry Regiment, part of the Army’s 1st
Division — the “Big Red One.” He took part in the Allied invasions of North Africa and Sicily before his
war came to an end June 6, 1944, on the sands of Omaha Beach. Then Sgt. Lambert was in the first wave
of the assault. He was helping a wounded soldier in the heavy surf when a landing craft ramp dropped on
him, pushing him to the bottom.
“Ray was only 23, but he had already earned three Purple Hearts and two Silver Stars for fighting in North
Africa and Sicily,” then-President Donald Trump told a hushed crowd in 2019 at the American Cemetery
overlooking the beach.
“They came to the sector, right here below us,” Trump continued as Lambert sat behind him, his favorite
purple “D-Day Survivor” cap on his head. “Again and again, Ray ran back into the water. He dragged out
one man after another. He was shot through the arm. His leg was ripped open by shrapnel. His back was
broken. He nearly drowned.”
At the end of his speech, Trump turned to face Lambert.
“Ray,” he said. “The free world salutes you.”
For many years, the diminutive businessman refused to talk about the horrors he had witnessed and
experienced overseas. But as he aged and his fellow veterans began passing away, he felt a sacred duty
to share his story, and theirs.
“I did what I was called to do,” he wrote in his book, “Every Man a Hero,” published shortly before the
75th anniversary. “As a combat medic, my job was to save people, and to lead others who did the same. I
was proud of that job and remain so. But I was always an ordinary man, not one who liked being at the
head of a parade...
“My job now is to remember, not for my sake, but for the sake of others.”
Lambert had made many trips to Normandy in France, visiting classrooms and posing for innumerable
photos. During the 2019 trip, a French elementary school student asked Lambert if he still had
nightmares about Normandy. “When I go to look at the beaches at Omaha, I remember all my friends that
were killed there,” he said. “And when I look at the Channel and the water is rough, I, it seems at times
that I can hear voices.”
That morning in 1944, as bullets whizzed and mortar rounds splashed around him, Lambert scanned the
beach for something, anything behind which he could safely treat the wounded. He spotted a lump of
leftover German concrete, about 8 feet wide and 4 feet high (2.4 meters wide and 1.2 meters high). “It was
my salvation,” he said. A plaque installed in 2018 now recognizes it as “Ray's Rock.”
Simpkins said Lambert requested that his ashes be buried at Arlington National Cemetery, and that some
be scattered on Omaha Beach. Lambert is survived by his wife, Barbara, and daughter, Linda McInerney.
He was preceded in death by his son, Arnold Lambert.
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Ray Lambert, Our Humble Hero, R.I.P
Jim DeFilice
Co-Author, Every Man a Hero
It is always presumptuous of us to accuse God of taking someone too early from our midst, and
undoubtedly more so when the man has lived one hundred years of heroism as a son, brother, father,
husband, friend, soldier, businessman, and inventor. Yet I cannot help but think Ray Lambert was taken far
too early, for even at his age he was full of plans and things to be accomplished.
Ray was a true hero, a fact attested to not merely in his war medals – though he had a chest full of them,
including three silver stars by my count, and a host of Bronzes. Ray saved literally hundreds of men with
his own hands in the major battles of World War II, from Africa to Normandy. Their children, grandchildren,
and great-grandchildren are a testament to Ray’s courage and determination under fire, his commitment to
duty, his love of his fellow man.
He was heroic after the war as well, overcoming wounds that nearly crippled him, raising a family, running
a large company, and even perfecting a device that conserved energy – he was man not only of his time,
but ahead of it.
Ray enjoyed telling the tale of how he became a medic before the war, entwining it with a bit of Army
humor and making it seem as if it was all about coincidence and chance. But I think that was
characteristically far too modest. I cannot imagine a man better suited for a profession that relies on the
twin virtues of selflessness and courage. I think the impulse to do great things and help those around him
sprang from deep within Ray’s soul, and the Army had no real choice in the matter.
I learned many things from Ray in our too short time together – including the secrets to ordering the best
food and “senior coffee” at McDonald’s. He was quick with a joke, gentle with advice, thoughtful when it
came to friends. He told me many things about World War II and life in general that I could not have gotten
from anyone else. But the most important thing he taught me was a piece of advice I picked up simply by
being with him:
Live life forward.
Live life forward. Whether that means starting an electrical contracting company in a state you barely
know, or working a backhoe at 80-something – always be on the next adventure. If what you’re doing
doesn’t come off well, then try again. Or try something else. The important thing is to be on-going. I’m sure
that was one of his secrets to longevity. But then again, speaking to Ray, I never felt as if I were talking to
an old man; he was a youth at heart, even at one hundred years old. He was always ready to charge
forward, still a medic running amid the bullets to help some fallen comrade, or keep the next one from
going down. I could say many more things about Ray – we wrote a book together, after all. But he was
always telling me to keep it short, and so I will. Thank you, Ray. We’ll try to follow your lead.

Dagwood Dispatches
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Ray Lambert, Our Humble Hero, R.I.P

At the 75th Anniversary of D-Day, President Trump salutes Ray and other D-Day
vets. In his speech about D-Day, the President related Ray’s story on the beach.

Ray with Sam Elliot. Sam recited Ray’s D-Day
experiences during the Memorial Day Concert in
Washington, DC, May 2019.

Memorial to the medics of he 2nd Battalion on Omaha
beach. It has since become known as “Ray’s Rock.”

L to R: Charles Shay, Unk, Bill Arthington, Becky
Arthington, Barbara Lambert, Ray Lambert.

Lou Murray, Ray, and Bill Williamson
Dagwood Dispatches
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The 16th Infantry on Occupation Duty, Schweinfurt, Germany, 1952-55

The arrival of two National Guard divisions in Germany in the spring and summer of 1951 to reinforce the European
Command (EUCOM) caused a shuffling of units in Germany. As it became apparent that these divisions were going to stay
for the long haul, the Seventh Army staff determined that further moves were necessary to better consolidate units into
tighter divisional areas. Therefore, in May 1952, EUCOM announced that the 16th Infantry would move to Schweinfurt.
On 20 June, the regiment moved into temporary bivouac areas to facilitate the turnover of Monteith, Pinder, Adams, and
Johnson Barracks to the 169th Infantry of the 43rd Infantry Division. The “Rangers” then moved to Grafenwöhr for the
summer gunnery cycle and in mid-July, moved into their new homes at Ledward and Conn Barracks in Schweinfurt. The
regiment’s morale continued to be rated as “Excellent” in 1952. One of the reasons cited was that the recreational
facilities on the posts in Schweinfurt were as good, or possibly better, than those in Nurnberg. The kasernes boasted two
large gymnasiums, two enlisted men’s clubs, two bowling alleys, several PXs and snack bars, two theaters, and an
excellent Special Service club. Alerts and field time, however, became more frequent. EUCOM ordered increased vigilance
due to signs that the Soviets might take advantage of the situation in Korea. Now, when the regiment was alerted, instead
of rolling to the field overnight, it usually remained there for a week, sometimes two. By January, the regiment had one
battalion on immediate alert at all times. Indoctrination classes on Russian uniforms, equipment, and tactics increased
significantly. The added tenseness to international relations made the average soldier focus even more on the training.
For the next two years, the 16th Infantry Regiment’s pattern of activities in Germany remained pretty much the same as
had been established by 1950. Frequent alerts, plenty of field time at Graf and Tennenlohe, and occasional breaks for
recreational activities. With the death of Joseph Stalin in March 1953, and as the Korean armistice took hold that summer,
however, the tenseness between the US and the USSR began to cool. The Soviets protested the formation of the Federal
Republic of Germany and its military integration with NATO, but there was little they could do about it. By late 1953, the
resulting reduction of tensions caused alerts to be pared back to 1950 levels, though training continued to be paramount
in USAREUR. The two divisions that had reinforced NATO in 1951 were to become a permanent part of the Seventh Army,
In 1955, the 1st Infantry Division participated in Operation GYROSCOPE and was sent to its new home at Fort Riley, KS.
Dagwood Dispatches
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DMOR Investiture, Fort Riley, 9 June 2021

L to R: Roger Crombie, Tom Pendleton, Anttwain Dobbins, Timothy Johnson, Tom Pugh, Matthew Lemon, and Steve Clay

LTC Matt Kelley, Iron Ranger commander, and the soldiers of the 1st Battalion 16th Infantry hosted a
Distinguished Member of the Regiment ceremony in the Regimental Room of the battalion headquarters at
Fort Riley on 9 June. Honorary Colonel of the Regiment, Roger Crombie, and Honorary Sergeant Major, Tom
Pendleton inducted four new DMORs who included SGM (R) Tom Pugh, SFC (R) Anttwain Dobbins, SFC (R)
Matthew Lemon, and SFC Timothy Johnson. As usual, the ceremony was top notch and included
refreshments afterwards. The cool drinks were especially welcome in the summer heat!

DMOR Investiture, Leavenworth, KS, 22 May 2021
On 22 May 2021, Steve Clay hosted a DMOR
induction at his home in Leavenworth for LTC (R)
Paul Davis. Paul was a 2020 DMOR designee who like
the others was postponed until such time as the
HCOR and/or the Association could arrange a time
and place to conduct the investment. Other attendees
to the ceremony included former Association
adjutant John Schatzel, Scott Stephenson, and Jim
Lampkin.

Paul Davis and Steve Clay
Dagwood Dispatches
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1st Battalion Attack on Rübeland, 18 April 1945

]’
1

Map Art by Steven Clay
On 12 April 1945, the 16th Infantry entered the Harz Mountain area, the second to last phase of its combat operations. Five days later,
LTC Ed Driscoll’s 1st Battalion received orders to seize the town of Rübeland. Riding Sherman tanks from the 745th Tank Battalion,
Driscoll’s men departed at 0700 18 April and headed northeast from Benneckstein. B Company traveled on the left side of the road, C
Company on the right, and A Company in Reserve. After a brief action on high ground to the north where the B Company commander
was killed, the XO led B Company back to the road. There were other fierce scraps at two additional road blocks as the battalion moved
northeast. At the second location, the battalion turned north toward Rübeland and after moving only a short distance, B Company
accepted the surrender of 114 German troops who appeared out of nowhere. Covered by P-47 fighter bombers, the battalion was at
the south edge of town by 1820. Leading the attack through the town’s western half was the all-Black 3rd Platoon of B Company which
dismounted and shot and grenaded its way through fierce resistance. Using “infiltration, ducking, dodging, and house-to-house combat
methods” the platoon cleared the western half of the town up to an old concrete bridge and captured 50 POWs in the process. The 1st
and 2nd Platoons then crossed the bridge covered by the 3rd, which then crossed in turn. After additional close combat, the B Company
attack finally broke the back of German resistance, and soon enemy troops surrendered in droves. By 2130, the town was secured.
Dagwood Dispatches
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B Company, 16th Infantry, 1945, the Beginnings of an Integrated Army

Men of the 3rd Platoon, B Company, 16th Infantry riding an M4 Sherman tank of the 745th Tank Battalion, somewhere in
the Harz Mountains. This photo was sent in by HMOR Jordan Edelstein. (Note the Big Red One patch) on the man in front.

At a time when relating the “true history” of America seems to be all the rage, the Dagwood Dispatches wanted to
include this piece of American history that tells a little different story than may be that heard in the press these days. In
early 1945, the US Army asked all-Black units for volunteers to help fill replacements for infantry units which had been
ground down by the fighting in the Hurtgen Forest and the then on-going Battle of the Bulge. Hundreds of men stepped
forward. Like any decision of this type by fighting men, the rationale for volunteering was complex. But all of them were
willing step forward to risk death for their flag and country. After forming the volunteers in to platoons, the Army sent
them to a sizable number of infantry regiments in the First Army. The 16th Infantry received its all-Black platoon in late
February and assigned it to B Company. The unit performed as well as any white platoon, and was especially effective
in the attack on Rübeland in the Harz Mountains in April 1945. The platoon remained with the regiment until about June
1945 when the 16th Infantry was moved back to Bamberg, Germany, from Czechoslovakia. By all accounts, the other
all-Black platoons performed as well and the effort began a process by the War Department of rethinking how the Army
utilized its manpower. While this experiment was not full integration, it clearly led to African-American battalions being
formed within historically white combat arms regiments immediately after the war. In 1947, the 555th Parachute Infantry
Battalion was inactivated and the personnel and assets where redesignated as the 3rd Battalion, 505th Airborne
Infantry. In 1950, these men were next fully integrated into all infantry units of the 82nd Airborne Division making it the
first fully integrated division in the US Army. The 16th Infantry integrated between June 1951 and March 1952 with the
transfer of men from the 370th and 373d Armored Infantry Battalions in Germany, and by all accounts there were few, if
any issues as a result, at least in the 16th Infantry. The process was complete in all units of the Army with the
integration of the 94th Engineer Battalion in 1954. That was now almost 70 years ago and since then, a fully integrated
US Army has performed as well as it ever has. One wonders about the “true history” which some quarters wish to tell
about race relations today. Are things truly worse now than they have ever been (?).
Dagwood Dispatches
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Omaha Beach Staff Ride in Virtual Terrain

German 50mm AT gun on the beach below WN62

Nebelwerfer position on WN62

Spalding/Streczyk gap near the “Roman Ruins” (right)

Fording and DD tanks below WN62.

The town of Colleville where Dawson’s G Co. fought.

88mm PAK 43 AT gun in the Casino Hotel casemate.

As many of you know, Steve Clay works on the Combat Studies Institute Staff Ride Team at Fort Leavenworth, KS. This past
winter, Steve was directed to build a virtual staff ride using virtual terrain which tells the story of D-Day at Omaha Beach.
As you might imagine, Steve took on the project with relish since the 16th Infantry Regiment figured prominently in the
invasion. Indeed, Omaha Beach is arguably the regiment’s most famous operation. The staff ride consists of five parts the
first of which covers the preliminary plans and operations for both the US V Corps and German LXXXIV Corps with an
emphasis on the 352nd Infantry Division. The second part overs of the initial landings of the 16th Infantry on the east end
of the beach. The third covers the 116th Infantry actions on the west end through the rest of the day. The next returns
back to the 16th Infantry side and covers the movement inland, the fighting at Colleville and at le Grand Hameau. The final
part is a summary of the day’s actions to include some analysis of what was accomplished. The staff ride generally lasts
about three hours during which the participants get to see the Omaha Beach area just as it was on 6 June 1944. The
participants are taken to various key locations to include inside German defenses, especially at WN62, a key resistance nest
which pinned down most of E and F Companies of the regiment on the beach that day. Steve hopes to present the staff
ride to Association members who attend the reunion next year.
Dagwood Dispatches
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SGT James W. Robinson US Army Reserve Center

SGT James W. Robinson US Army Reserve Center 7400 S Pulaski Rd, Chicago, IL

The dedication plaque inside the center.

Sign at the building entrance.

Commemorative document.

These images were sent in recently by Mr. Hal Burke, a former US Navy sailor who is very active in veterans’
affaires in the Chicago area. He was instrumental two years ago in helping the association put up a plaque to
SGT James W. Robinson at his former high school near Chicago. Hal acquired the photos from Mr. Bob
Grember who visited the Robinson Army Reserve Center at 7400 S Pulaski Road in Chicago. Bob was invited into
building and photographed the plaques inside as well. Apparently, many men of C Company, 2nd Battalion,
16th Infantry who survived the battle at Courtney Planation were on hand for the dedication and signed the
commemorative document in the image above. The reserve center today is the home of HHD, 472nd Chemical
Battalion and a subordinate unit, the 379th Chemical Company, as well as the 677th Transportation Detachment, all of
the Army Reserve’s 88th Readiness Division. Other memorials to SGT Robinson include the Robinson Elementary
School in Lyons, Illinois, Robinson Secondary School in Fairfax, Virginia, and the Robinson Post Office in
Westmont, IL.
Dagwood Dispatches
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Grave of T/SGT Phillip Streczyk

T/SGT Phillip Strecyzk

T/SGT Phillip Streczyk was the section sergeant of LT John Spalding’s 1st Assault Section,
E Company on 6 June 1944. Their section was the first us troops to penetrate the wire on
Omaha Beach and make it to the foot of the bluffs near the “Roman Ruins.” Streczyk led
the initial patrol forward and found a path through the minefield to lead the section to
the bluff. For this and other key actions on D-Day, Streczyk was later awarded the
Distinguished Service Cross by General Eisenhower and the British Military Order by
General Montgomery. After painstaking research, Dabjeet located the sergeant’s grave at
???? and sent in this image.
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If a new member, recruited by whom? ________________________________________________________
Dues: ________________________
Donation: _____________________
Total Enclosed: $_______________
Please fill out all information requested so we can verify or update our database entries. Annual dues are $30.00 per year
payable on 1 January of each year. The dues year runs from 1 January–31 December. If a new member joins the
Association after 1 September of any given year, they are credited with the next year’s dues. If they join prior to 1
September, they are credited with the current year’s dues only. We established this practice because we do not
have any paid staff, nor the capacity to track dues by the month in which a member joins. Tracking dues on an annual
basis is the most economic method for the Association. If you are paying more than 1 year’s dues, please make note on
your check and the form.
Please send applications and money to:

Bob Humphries
1734 Ellenwood Drive
Roswell, GA 30075
(770) 993-8312
robert_humphries@att.net
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